[Functional analysis of the HERV-K LTR residing in the KIAA1245/NBPF subfamily].
Long terminal repeats (LTRs) of human endogenous retrovihuses (HERs) might affect transcription regulation of neighboring genes. In our previous study, we showed that the solitary LTR residing in the KIAA1245/NBPF gene subfamily displayed high enhancer activity in a transformed embryonal carcinoma cell line Tera1. In this study, we performed a functional dissection of the LTR and studied its deletion series. Using transient transfection assay, we confirmed the ability of the LTR to drive the expression of the luciferase reporter gene in Teral cells. At the same time, in two other transformed cell lines tested, NGP and NT2/D1, the full-size LTR and its fragments showed no or low enhancer activity, thus demonstrating cell type specificity of the LTR enhancer activity. The functional dissection of the LTRrevealed a specific region within the U3 part appeared to be responsible for the enhancer properties. We showed that the identified enhancer was able to work in a highly cell type specific manner. The data obtained are in line with the hypothesis suggesting that KIAA1245/NBPF LTR may affect the regulation of the KIAA1245/NBPF subfamily genes transcription.